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Abstract: The
Th paper descrribes the develoopment of the noise
generation byy coupling thee mechanical structures
s
withh the
physical noisee generation mechanism.
m
Finiite Element Meethod
gives by virtuual simulation the answer too different situuation
which can be found
f
in practiice. Also this thheoretical modeel can
be an importaant tool for thee design machiine and for a better
b
improvement of quality. Allso to discoveer and prevent the
w noise designns of
wearing out of gears and used the low
machine we caan implementedd in this way a higher qualityy. The
acoustic behaavior of technnical productss is predominnantly
defined in the design stage, althouugh the acooustic
g a
characteristicss of machine sttructures can bee analyze and give
solution for thhe actual produucts and create a new generatiion of
quality produccts.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
mprove the quallity from the beeginning for thhe new
Can we im
product? The idea
i
of researchh was how we can
c use model design
d
for products as
a an instrumennt for determinaation of the vibbration
considering soound as a param
meter for the weear.
The paperr present the results
r
obtainedd by using diffferent
research methhods, how wee can use them
me in technological
process and which
w
of theme from
f
economiccal point of view
w can
improve also the
t quality and reliability of prroduct.
This method present
p
a new solution using sound as a toool for
simulation andd determinationn of vibrations,, capable to givve an
answer regardding the wear inn the contact zoone and give signals
for future and possible products failures.
In recent years there haas been an inccreasing demannd for
more comfort concerning noiise.
c
know quaality gears deepend not onnly of
As we can
manufactured tolerance qualiity, material, buut also in the laast few
r
investiigations show that
t
the vibratioon and
years a lot of research
acoustic problem can also inffluence the gearr quality.
Because thhe trend is new in our manufaacture industry, it is a
good opportuunity to give a more carefullly attention too this
problem.
Noise can influence not only the environment but alsso can
help to predictted the gears faiilures.
Learning Machine "Siign Language"" by learning how
p
gear it is
vibration signnals reveal prooblems from planetary
important from
m reliability pooint of view, ass we know the bath
curve also cann give us a sign about the healthh of system.
The topic of this paper is to show that a solution to impprove
f
the ideaa: Unlike people who have verbal
v
quality is to follow
skills, machinnes use sign lannguage to comm
municate what hurts
or what has innvaded their system.
Recognizinng the signs or symptoms that the macchine
conveys is a required
r
skill for
f those who work
w
with machines
and are responnsible for their care
c and feeding.

COURSE
2. RESEARCH
R
Which
W
is the connection
c
bettween noise an
nd quality? Thhe
answ
wer it is in timee the noise it is done by the fiirst sign of weaar
whicch modify thee life cycle off the product. But the mosst
impo
ortant thing it is that it is noot necessary to
o wait until thhe
prod
duct will failedd and determinee the causes, we
w can improve
the quality
q
and reliaability from thee design faze.
Planetary
P
gearss sounds problem
ms and vibratio
ons still remainns
unso
olved problemss. Knowing thee effect (noise,, vibrations) byy
usin
ng fish bone diaagram, it is poossible to identtify the caussess.
The theoretical Quuality Matrix ((figure 1) show
w the potentiaal
solu
utions to improvve the manufaccture quality an
nd reliability of
o
the planetary
p
gear.
The
T investigatiion was realizeed taking in co
onsideration thhe
life cycle of plannetary gears aas a mechanicaal system withh
necting elemennts in series annd each part caan influence thhe
conn
entirre system reliabbility and qualitty.

Fig. 1. Quality Mattrix for planetarry gears

A complete analyze from this point of view it is a little
complicated because of satellites and their action upon the solar
gear.
How we can improve quality product ?
Signature sound can be eliminate for planetary gear if we
will take in consideration constructive details and replace the
bearings (rigid solution) with a new solution with floating
montage of solar gear.
FEM method can give solutions regarding the entire system
and for solar gear, in different situations of assembly (free-free,
free-fix, fix-fix), and identify the noise and vibration problems.
In function of the constructive needs having the model it is
possible to create and find the ideal solution.

3. RESEARCH METHODS
This paper aims to launch new directions of research in
theoretical and experimental modeling graphic for planetary
gears, modeling graphic as a method of investigation of the
static and dynamic on improving quality and reliability.
There are different methods used in diagnosis but not all are
suitable worldwide for planetary gear.
The research topic was to identify some methods and
solutions to improve quality and reliability and to identify the
connection between noise and quality.
To obtain information about the wearing gears and noise
problems one from following methods can be used:
- analytical method to determine the wearing speed on the
contact line between gears tooth;
- informatics program COPERNICUS to establish the
difference between the constructive solutions for solar gear
montage in rigid and floating version;
- finite element method using FEM, ANSYS programs for
model 2D, 3D;
- experimental methods to diagnose the noise condition for
planetary gear and quantify the correlations noise-vibration
through Cz curves for both constructive solution with rigid and
free solar gear;
- classical method for noise measurement (dB);
- optimization program TOSCA to redesign the product (IMW
Clausthal).
Mathematical models used in gear dynamics, used a large
variation in objectives in dynamic modeling of planetary gear
system, the concept covers in general all issues related to
vibrations and noise in train gears.
The conclusion is that the wear it is present even from the
design solution, which make us once again to think that only
the analytical method and theoretical part will not improve the
quality. Each method can give some information’s about the
mechanical system but only some of theme about some
particular aspects regarding system reliability and quality. After
the statistical interpretation of results obtain using all the
methods above, the interpretation results take values between
±3 %.

4.MEASURE METHODOLOGY–DESIGN MODEL
FOR RESEARCH
Engineering perspectives on life and reliability planetary gears
shown that it is necessary to identify the noise sources (active
and passive) of the system.
The measurements were taken for both constructive version of
planetary gear to determine the functional characteristics of
planetary gear 3P, with fixed mounted solar gear and floating
solar gear.
The confirmation of non-conformities from quality point of
view, can be realize using optimization program TOSCA, using
same dates and matrix model and redesign from this stage the
product and find new constructive solutions.
We can improve quality from the first stage of product
design using modeling and virtual simulation of the product for

different situations, define and determine the limits for the new
products, discover in an earlier stage some factors who can
influence the good function of products and improve his quality
with low costs.

5. MEASURING INTERPRETATION
Each individual issue requires typically dedicated analyses
and modeling tools, which leads to the introduction of various
fields of application and corresponding domain and research.
I summaries the analysis dedicated to some of the following
interest:
- bending and contact stresses in teeth, wear and contact zone,
loads on supporting planetary gear components, reliability and
durability, natural frequencies, vibratory motion, radiated noise,
transmission efficiency;
- analyses the transfer path from the vibration source to the
noise planetary gear, design and implementation of control,
development of control algorithms, to reduce loads, noise, to
optimize the efficiency to guard the planetary gear system.
Experimental research determine the sound and frequencies for
the rigide planetary gear and compare with the results obtain
using the modal analyze to confirm the vibration as a measure
of the wear.
The influence of Manufacturing Quality
upon gears –
transmission using low noise design, can offer a solution for a
future increasing of reliability of planetary gear, a way for a
better maintenance of the system machinery, a permanent
and quickly diagnosis for wear signals.

6. CONCLUSION
The Quality Matrix replace the long and empirical methods use
until now with the new method using simulation and modeling
product before manufacture.
The final conclusion in terms of quality regarding the noise
operation of planetary gear :
- the new constructive solution change the solar gear montage
from rigid (rolling bearing) to floating montage and eliminate
noise and vibration problems of the product;
- the solution improve acoustic pressure values with 32% ;
- the noise decrease with 5dB, in the operation to empty and
load planetary assembly with free solar gear;
-the proposed solution improve quality by increasing planetary
gears coefficient on the base tooth leg safety SF with 29.90%,
- increase the pressure contact, safety factor SH with 29.20%,
for the floating solar gear solution.
Future research it is focus on carrier problem, improve the
shape of carrier who also have a big influence on planetary
gears sounds and vibrations.
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